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NEWS LETTER (2012-2013)
The student chapter of ISTE, GITAM Institute of Technology, GITAM University for the
academic year 2012-13 was inauguarated on 6th October ,2012 after the selection of a new
Executive body.
Inaugural function:
The inaugural function was held on 6th October 2012 at room no: 602, Chandrahas Bhavan
of GITAM University.The ocassion was graced by (chief guest) Prof. D.Prasada Rao,
Principal,GIT, Prof.C.Dharmaraj, Vice Principal,GIT, Dr.P. Padmaja, Coordinator of
Professional Societies,Heads of various departments, the elected Executive Body & the
student members of ISTE.

Numero-Uno:
Following the inaugural, Numero-Uno a symposium of three events namely Engineers
solution, B-Plan and Google it!
Engineer’s solution: A technical event with the theme of ‘engineering with a purpose’.
The participants addressed various current socio economic or environmental problems
and presented a technical solution to each of them with the help of PPTs and models
(working/non-working).

1. B-Plan: A business management event was to bring about entrepreneurship skills of
the participant. The participants elaborately explained the B-Plan of the proposed
business (Ex; Dairy farm, establishment of educational institutes etc) .The
presentations were detailed plans includes Feasibility report, detailed project report
consists of Study of Demand, financial requirements, manpower requirements and
machines
requirements
and
sustainability
plan
etc

GOOGLE it: On the spot event wherein the participants were given a logo of various
institutions and organisations ,they have to google it and identify them. This event tested
the spontaneity and accuracy of the participant and there was a huge response.

It provided the students the best platform to apply their technical
knowledge and to test their entrepreneur skills. The exposition let the students showcase
their innovative and educational technical models/PPTs. It enabled students to exhibit their
creative technical talents to a wide audience and also get an opportunity to receive advice
and critical analysis from faculty members and subject experts.

World In Frames:
This is a non-technical symposium of 2 events
Thru my Lens : A Photography events which gave a common platform for all the budding
photographers to expose their talent of exploring world through their creativity. Diverse
range of various types of photography like micro photography,still photography, 2 colours
and so on are displayed which indeed led to a huge response from to students. The critics
too, were impressed and inspired by the appreciable participation.

70 mm : The 70mm short film contest created a great opportunity to young and passionate
film makers to showcase their skills in movie making taking up different and yet impressive
story lines . There was a good number of viewers and the participants received huge amount
of appraisement and valuable comments from the judging panel.

TechXpo:
A Technical Exposition, TechXpo-2013was held on 25th January 2012. TechXpo-2012
began with a simple but impressive opening by the Principal and a brief address to the
gathering on the need for technical education in engineering. TechXpo consisted of two main
categories of exhibits: Projects and Ideas. Projects were further sub-divided as: ‘Physical
Models’, ‘Working Models ‘and ‘Eco Models’. There were around 70 student teams from
various departments of GITAM University.
The audiences were amazed to see the different innovative, informative and effective models
that the students came up with. All the models involved a lot of effort, excellence and
innovation like ‘Self –sufficient Wheel chair, ‘energy meter’ , Energy from pines’,
‘Operating mouse with camera’, ‘Masers’ ‘Auto locking systems‘ and so on. The students
and faculty of GITAM University on a large scale visited all the models displayed and
enjoyed every bit of the event.

G-MUN
GITAM MODEL UNITED NATIONS (G-MUN) was the first of its kind in GITAM
University. G-MUN brought students and faculty together from all the colleges of the
University simulating the activities of the United Nations. It offered a unique opportunity to
experience the challenges of international negotiation and diplomacy. The conference took
tradition to a new level with numerous innovations designed to inculcate delegate
experience. The event was open to both ISTE and NON-ISTE members of GIT.

The inaugural ceremony followed by the orientation session of GMUN was held at Mother Teresa
auditorium, GITAM University on Wednesday 20th February and was graced by the chief guest
Sri D.V.Subba Rao, an Indian economist , Central Banker and a Civil Servant. He was enthralled
and appreciated the students for conducting and participating in such kind of international events
like the G-MUN. The simulation sessions were conducted on Wednesday, 27th February
The stimulation sessions were conducted among five major commitees DISEC(Disarmament
and
International
Security
Committee)
,
UNHRC
(United
Nations
Human Rights Council) , WHO (World Health Organisation) , Special Council on
Prevention of Gender Crime, UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization) with proper regulations as per the Models united nations involving

experienced students and faculty directors and moderators and Prof.Y.Satyanayarana
,Director, School of Law acted as The Secretary General . Delegates were judged on their
position papers. Presentation skills and Delegate attitude. All the five committees came up
with appreciable and effective draft resolutions on the topics chosen. Over 500 Students
from different Institutes participated with zeal and enthusiasm making this event a grand
success, leaving a tremendous mark on history for the ISTE Student chapter.

THE MAZAGINE: The ISTE Student Chapter, GIT conducted an online Magazine contest
on 23rd of March, 2013. The event was an amalgam of several events –The Writer, The Poet
and The Artist. These events helped enhance one’s way of exhibiting ideas and creativity in
painting, poetry and literature.

.
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